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Re: Your request made under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 
 

I am writing to make a request for all the information to which I am entitled under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

Please send me: 

1. International recruitment budget (If not an allocated budget, under which cost centre would the budget sit?)  

We do not have a central budget for Nursing recruitment this would sit within the Division that the post is being 

recruited into 

2. Current vacancies across: Doctors, Nursing & Midwifery and AHP (Allied Health Professionals, e.g. 

Radiographers) & HSS (Health Science Services, e.g. Biomedical scientists) categories (Numbers only). See 

List of AHP/HSS Disciplines at the end of this email. 

 

This information is not known for N&M and AHP’s as this information is not held centrally 

 

Medics 
Consultant   9 

SAS    20 

 

3. Current supplier(s) for international recruitment projects/general permanent recruitment (Broken down into staff 

categories ie Doctors, Nurses, AHP/HSS)  

 

For Nurses we are currently working with NHSP for international Recruitment 

Medics 
Framework agencies approved for international recruitment 

4. Any exclusive agreements or managed services used (Please include start and end dates of contracts) 

 

We have an agreement with NHSP to provide 50 international nurses to the Trust, contract start date Feb 2021 

no current end date 

 

Medics 

No exclusive arrangements 

 

5. Frameworks currently called off for International placements/general permanent recruitment (e.g. London 

Procurement Partnership, CCS RM6162) 

 

N/A 

Medics: None 

 

6. The average fee for a Doctor, nurse, AHS/HSS that is placed with respective rebate periods. (Please provide 

break down for separate charges such as relocation and other elements) 

 

The Current cost for a nurse is £7928 

medics: No medics recruited in this way so information not available 

 

7. I would like the above information to be provided to me in a spreadsheet format. 

If this request is too wide or unclear, I would be grateful if you could contact me as I understand that under the Act, you 

are required to advise and assist requesters. If any of this information is already in the public domain, please can you 

direct me to it, with page references and URLs if necessary. 
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If the release of any of this information is prohibited on the grounds of breach of confidence, I ask that you supply me 

with copies of the confidentiality agreement and remind you that information should not be treated as confidential if such 

an agreement has not been signed. 

I understand that you are required to respond to my request within the 20 working days after you receive this letter. I 

would be grateful if you could confirm in writing that you have received this request. 

I look forward to hearing from you.  

  


